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22 April 1965 

Ervin K. Wilsan, 651 :Jii'Untley, Los Angeles Cal .. 90069 

Greetinge---

1 am 11t.arted oa. the translation of the in$poJ."ta.n.t. (at l~~L~rt• 
what I suppose to be important) pa.nag~n• in that Arabie music 
treatise. I bel.ieTe that Soviet pflblicationa have to be. o~dered 
through s:ome kina of an agermy. It. ur,ed to be the one call.ea 
Jimkniga in New York Cit:r. anti then cal1ed. :Boalmiga--I 4ontt know 
what it is oa.lled now. (Itnip is the Ru:es:ian word for bo.ak.) 
:Besides this:, there used to be a listing in the Saturday Review 
of Id.teratare of one or more New York firmer t.hat imported Russian 
books. 

!be: portion you loaned to me" is the Commentarie1t 
in &.asian) on tile !rreatise (originally in Pe~si&m). 
tha.t the treatise in Persian has been tra.nsl•ted into 
more acee"Ssi'ble than Russian--say French or German. 

{ o:rigin.&l.ly 
It is pos1d ble 
something 

I a.m taking the liberty of writ.ing in on the caw the trans
litera.t.ion& of those Arabie names:, and fortunat,el;y t.he French 
tables you. s-ent me have these names- also,, or ~tom.e of them. There 
is· no q a.nd no W in the Rus.sian alphabet. 

I found a. minpellei Greek word in the Commentary. 

The last server&~ days have 'be·en spent writing innumerable 
postcards: and letters to take &dvantagell of 'the pub.lici ty of 
the Numaudo code. I chaaed all over town to try to locate a 
copy of Produet Engineering (of course I react the ane in the 
library, ~peo:Pre are irro JD damned S"keptical about me" that 
I had t.o have my own copy of the magazine right here to prove 
that it had appeared in print) and ironiea.lly, a:tter s·quandering 
$1 in bus fare.s, the magazine turne,Cup a.t a. 11 ttle dinky back-

·number store about -f mile from here where I take things to the 
Erelf-service laundry (waahing my dirty linen in public :} . 

I need several photocopies and so will have to i.nquire. until 
I find somebody who can borr.ow a co.py of Product Engineer!~ 
for April 12 and copy that page (5); ·.· .. 

Yestera.q I sa.w in t.he current; T'ID (p. 80, April 23) a 
futuristic item about voice-con·h·ollec:l machinery for aatronauts., 
so I wrot,e 'rimer maga.zine about. rny eode appearing in Prod. Eng~. 
and tU.I while I don tt ha.ve mue:b. change of breaking into 'rime, 
maybe if I keep tryiDg every time they publish. something relevant, 
who knows? 

I got a letter yeste4day enclosing $5 for a s:et of my publi
cations a.nd telling me that this man and his tw:o te~n-age sonS" 
had listened to the llumau.ci o tape and thought it. was workable. They 
ha.d not heard yet o:f the Product Engineering article. He had 
ordered the liumaudo book about a year ago when told about it by 
somebody in the New York City general semantics group. 

Last Sunday' a I.. A. Times carriec a. tripble.-ba.rrelle<l article ---
three interv-iews on Computers ami the Humanities. Albert Goldberg 
interviewed Gerald Strang on Computers and Music, so I ·19rote both 
of them. 
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Another order for the Numa.udo book, this time from the 
Veeder-Root Co.--they are people who eount---theyma.ke practiaallY 
all the l·ounting machine,s on other machinery. 

Talbot Winchell of the semantic group Ihoned me amrl. said 
he was ordering 10 c<:r-pies of that Product Engineering thing 
to sell at the General Semantic llleet.ing in two weeks. He has 
a :Book '11able, and s-ince he was ordering other books and things 
from llcGraw-Hill, he Will add these to the order. 

I was translating the .Russian tat uneer th..e same ronditions 
that I copy out of books;, and had to quit doing it that way and 
put. the original o'Vel" where I wouldn't s:ee it while typing. I 
g·ot kind of seas-ick tyring to type the Bussian words instead of 
trans·lating them.! Weirdest feeli~ imaginable! 

Enclosed. up to page 6--+ omitted.. some exC:eae verb.iage, a.11d 
I suppose to make this- process feasible I will have t.o. omit other 
th.ing.e farther along, but by putting my pagea numbers i.n a. light 
pencil (so it won't re-photograph if you have to copy your .B 
Xerox again) you will be able to tell. ho• mu.e·h I will be l.eaving 
out.. There is considera..ble repetition and some irrelev-ancies. 

Unfortunately there a.re some Russian words of multiple 
mea.ning--Llill can mean fret or tuning or scale or adjt1stment or 
all-right-ness or the state of being irll good order. 

I gue.ss I tiDally built a hot enough fire under the '*late" 
Robert Spring a.:nd he mailed the a list of names he promised me 
a year and four months ago! He al.so enclosed anaugh to pay 
the postage for sending ou.t all the stuff I am supposed· to send 
them. I don't know whether I told you about it at the time z 
on December 28, 196A he aa.lled me and said he was bringing a 
friend o:f' his a.long to s·ee the organ u.ni t and hear my In Limbo 
tape---and he shned UP•at the-door an hour late with NINE of 
his friends and the c·row:ding and confusion was e.uch that I 
ne·ver got any of their names. So in a.. phone' call & we·ek or so 
a:f'terw:a.rd he promised t.,o send me this iist ami never did. 

When you we~e coming here the last t lme I forgot to remind 
you about that Etuci'e. Eett.er not try· to mail it-just put it 
somepla..ce you vl'ill remember to bring it when you come ne.xt time. 

Jia_~ 

I h.a.G an u_nexpectecl s-ourc,e of amusement the other day, that 
you might try some time: I went: through a couple O·f stores tha.t 
were selling toy p·ia.nos ami golly l the scales these were actually 
tune:d to l somebody h&s a t±.nl ear. So no·t all children are being 
brought up accordi.ng to 12-tone orthod o:xy! 
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I Ivor Dar reg ~:z8o 'Expo$i tion Bouteva.rd1 Los inzd~•., Ca.Life>rnic gooo7 
Co~~~poser nnd Elec;tf'Onje Mueie Consultant .., (~rea. Code :us) TeLephone 73:1-934~ 
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Thursd.ay morning 3 June 1965 
Ervin M. Wilson, 651 Huntley Drive, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069 

Greetings---

. I decided just now it wasn't fair for me to hold up the 
' completed translation pages (7-8-9-10-11-12) till I could fix 

up the diagrams belonging to them. I will do those in a couple 
of days and send them when I have completed two more pa.ges. 
Beyond about p. 90 or so of the original, I will have to do 
imfJiJJhi without the musical examples, or I shall never get 
done. We ought to be able to figure a out a pa.ste-up method. 
:Meanvrhile Iwill letter in transliterations on the original. 

They woke us up at 5t40 this r:wrning (and that's really 
an hour earlier with Daylight time!) with a _pavement smashing 
machine and whistles bl.ibwing and bulldozers grinding away. 
The noise is dreadful. The· place where the track carsses N'ormanide 
is the current target. I nearly sprained both ankles crossing 
back and r·orth to the store and the :mailbox. 

A postcard just C(;;lJ!le from .Prof. Fok}{er, giving his ratio 
interpretation of my Augmented Seventh h deal in Excu.rsion Into 
the ..Lnharmonic. So I will copy this off for you and enclose it. 
He also received my Expose' /i33 and rea&3 my Partch review. 

Trip to the library yesterday didn't' do much good. Only 
thing that might interest you was that I consul ted tl1e French 
music dictionary (3 volumes) again and this time looked up 
their spellings of the Arabic terms. So there will be oodles 
of Q' s in this MS~ Especially maqam. 

Don't know whether I told you; the Russians shy away from 
the J~abic word for lute ( 'ud ) and are very careful about that 
apostrophe or invert~ed comma (It's really a Gree.k reversed 
apostrophe, an aspiration sign, but in Arabic ·it means the glottal 
stop and is a letter of· the alphabet in full right)--because the 
Russian word .Y4 can mean penis, among other things. 

Russian is like .Spanish in not havtng apostrophes--they are 
exotic curiosities. 

3d Kneifel stopped by unexpectedly ~;vhen I was v;ashing dishes 
and all was confusion. He had to t<Ake the Cage catalog back to 
Peter ilewi tt at the College. He brought me a pho.tocapy of Der 
Spiegel, the German magazine s ome1ting like 1\iewsweek--article about 
a o computer drawing abstractions and other "artificial arttt--and 
then turning critic and comparing Rembrandt against :~ubens! 

So now you h<:.i.Ve diagrams presenting a 41 Just system. 1 can 
see that it will be much easier to tune the exact ratios than to 
set the 41-tone temperQ..'llent. However, the behavior of m,y org.u.n 
suggests that some c.ruckerjack electronic engineer could design 
a self-setting 41T eq,ual system--a circle of fifths Yihich vvould 
••slip" here and there. 1 suppose 41 would have to be tu.:c,ed by 
the rnaj or ano minor thirds' beats, since tne fifths are so nearly 
perfect. .A.nd how about an enequal system? I mecm a compromise 
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Treatise on MUsic 2 

V. M. BELY.AYEV 

COli.O.!ENTARY TO THE 
''TREATISE ON MUSIC" 

BY 
.AEDURAKHMAN DJ.AMI 

(Note: This Commentary was originally in Russian. Translation 
i·nto English by Ivor Dar reg.) 

# 

:Before entering upon the main theme of our work,--that is, 
to the Commentary, we must make some remarks concerning the 
translation from Persian into Russian of Djami's treatise. 

The terms relating to the nomenclature of the pitches ob
tainable on the lute, and the notions ma.kam, avaze and shu 'be 
are retained. This should ease the tasks of musicologists 
who are studying the ]llroblems of .:· Arabic and Persian music. 
Arabie letters used by Djami are retained, with explanations 
sometimes appended within square brackets. 

In the ninth section and other parts of the text there are 
lacunae, and the emendations supplied by the editor have h been 
enclosed in square brackets accompanied by two dots, thus: 

For the designation of the notes of the seventeen-tone 
scale the translator has taken the enumeration of Safi ad-Din, 
as given in the work of J. Rokanet, "La musique arabe 8

, A. 
Lavignac's "Encycl.opedie de la musique• and in the transcriptions 
in Eook III of R. Erlanger's "La musi~ue arab~•, and Safi-ad-Din 1s 
"Kitab al-adwar• and "Ash-Shara-Fayya • C9ncerning this one 
should note that Djami,· as well as Ash-Bhirazi (1236-1316} in 
his musical tveatise ~Durr at-tadj", of which the MS. is kept in 
the library· of the Institute of Eastern Studies of the Uzbek SSR 
Academy of.Sci~nces in Tashkent, deviate from the system of 
Safi- ad-Din, changing in places the Arabic letters djim ~ 
and dal ;)• and giving only careless attention to the interval 
of the Fifth diminished by on-6 (pythagorean) colm!.!.a (6?8 cents), 
not noting occasional mistakes, imperfectly-written letters and 
lacunae. Besides thC:~.t, in the translation of Djami 's Treatise 
on Music, the numeration of the sections (fassle's} not supplied 
by Djami, but usual in his time, has been included. 

A. N. Eoldyrev has performed the translation by means of 
a photocopy !rom the MS. of the kulliyat (complete collection 
of the works) of Djami, kept in the Institute of Eastern Studies 
of the Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences, in Tashkent and dated 1502. 
This MS appears to be a fair copy of the author's work, with 
the exception of small mistakes. 

With that sho1;t introduction we_.may go through the 
commentary to the Treatise on ]!usic t · b t' sec 1on y sec 1onr 
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INTRODUCTION. Section 1. This begins with the •Hymns in 
praise of the Lord" and "songs in greeting to the prophet Mohammed" 
with comments by Djami as an authority on the religion of his 
time, and as a Sufi poet. For Djami · music must have only 
a religious significance, as a means of drawing man closer to God 
and the perfection of his desire. This is expressed by the inclu
sion of poetic passages •••• This was considered necessary 
by this religiously-oriented author, living at the time he did, 
and the word •amen• is used in the translation to represent 
these passages. • •• 

The style of this section is flowery and literary, char
acteristic of the epoch and connected, in view of the musical 
content of the Treatise, with a play on musical terms, sometimes 
given in the translation and sometimes not. For example, the 
term "tan• means •body" and also means a certain rhythmic 
figure. 

The citing by Djami as. the reason for composing the treatise, 
that a friend had requested it, is analogous to Descartes' similar 
reason for writing his tract ''Compendium musicae •, which is not 
generally included irt the corpus of Descartes' greater works. 

Sect! on 2. This begins with a brief account of the origin 
of music. Here Djam.i abandons the field of religion and proceeds 
in more scientific manner. The development of' sound and voiced 
speech, he links with the development of the individual as a 
fun,ctional member of collective humanity, emphasizing the social 
roots of the origin of human speech, and thereby the development 
of a musical art. Sound as a :means of communication among people, 
from the very beginning of human existence, Djami relates to the 
particular importance of musical art in the mental development 
of hum6i.n affairs. However, he treats this in accordance with 
Sufi doctrine, in connection with the attairunent of ecstasy, 
thus straying into Sufi mysticism. 

Of special interest farther on in this section is the effort 
of Djami to link the compoei ti onal units of mu·sical production 
with the concept of melodic li rie in hpmophoni c song. 

This section conc'ludes .with a very important observation 
concernirig the capa'bili ty of' music to · arouse in its 

hearers the emotions of joy or sorrow, disappointment 
or hope, falling or rising spir,i,ts "giving the sound its definite 
form, painting it in a definite color", i.e. pointing out the 
intimate connection between music and the experiences of a person, 
and revealing the deep psychological significance of this art. 

Section 3. Here very 'briefly are given definitiens of the 
term "music tt as the science of building "perfected beauty" and 
two aspects of this science: tones and the so-called teaching 
about cornposi ti on, and durat.i on and the so-called teaching 
about rhythm. 

Section 4. TEACHINGS ABOUT COMPOSITION. This section 
is dedicated to the distinction of the melodic musical tone 
on the one hand, from purely rhythmic sounds, such as produced 
by percussion instruments, and Ol'll the other hand, from mere noises. 
~~nagfh~ta~~~? tone a "phenomenon of art'* rather than a "phenom-
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Section 5* In ~1is section is defined the concept of Interval 
a.s the successiveness (consequence?? ~.] of two tones, then of 
the tetrachord and the pentachord, being united in the one idea 
called djins, then comes the djam as the union of two djins'es 
and finally, melody as the conjunction of tones united with one 
another :cr and ordered by dura. ti on o.nd rhytbm. Then is shown 
the method of defining relations among tones with the help of 
stringed instruments, giving special attention to the measurements 
of string lengths. 

Section 6. This·contains a general review of the concept 
of the gamut of seventeen tones (Footnote: in the sense "collection 
of tones" rather than as defining the tuning of these tones., in 
profess.i ona.l music, and the possibility of rea.li zing these 
seventeen tones in various octaves. 

Section 7. In this very important division is explaind the 
formation of the s·eventeen-tone s;ystem as a. sce:t.le, formed as 
a result of the defining of' scale intervals:through the Pythagorean 
system, through relations of Fifths, Fourths, and Seconds (this 
latter the difference between Fifth and Fourth) leading to the 
relations between the scale-degrees* Djam.i gives the following 
ordering of tuning of the 17- degrees, beginning with its initial 
tone, appearir~ as the tone of the open string. Here are the 
intervals in cents (hundredths of the tempered semitone} be
ginning with the small (tenor) octave. 

1) c 0 
2) c ' 1200 
3) g 702 
4) f 498 
5) d 204 
6) a 906 (204 + 702) 
7) e 408 (906 - 498~ 
8) e flat 294 {498 - 204 
9) d flat 90 (294 - 204) 

10) a fla.t 792 (90 + 702) 
11) g flat 588 t90 + 498) 
12) c' flat . 1086 {588 + 498) 
13) f flat 384 (1086 - 702} 
14} e doubleflat 180 {384 - 204) 
15) ·a doutleflat 678 \180 + 498) 
16) b doubleflat 8A2 (180 + 702) 
17) d'doubleflat 1176 (678 + 498} . 

The interval of the octav·e. (1200) is produced by the 
division of the string into halvl!:;s, the interval of the Fifth 
( 702) by the division of the str: ing by 2/3, of the Fourth (498) 
by the division by 3/4 and the large whole-tone (204) by the 
division of the string by 8/9. The remaining intervals are 
form~d by the initial intervals by way of Fifths, Fourths, 
and ueccnds. We append this table in the form of staff-notation~ 
(page 74 of original). 

~r 4---e- -""'r--., 
o 0 cf 0 

n l;o ~o :r Q 
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In consequence we get a seventeen-degree scale of the following 
structure a b · bb ~ 

lL l.~- b ............ -Q-'Y a ~.bh•ije bw b• §? ~o I•• Pfl'• ga v'• • ge s:) 

0 90 180 l.O+ 1.9~ 384 ~08 '1-93 Si'C ''T~ 'fO:L 73~ 882 ~06 ~~(;, ttJ'/{p ll.,G . J.Z,&4 
'o 9o Z'f ~o 9o 24- 9o 90 go llf. q:,o 9o 24 9o 9~ !'}IJ 21-- -

which gives five large: whole-tones of 204 centst 

c - a, d - e, f' - g, g - a, b - c' , 

with a.n internal division of each of these into two small semitones 
of 90 cents and a comma of 24 cents 1 

0 91) J.80 204-
24-90 90 

!.....----'--------' 
114-

and also two small semi tones of 90 cents: 

e - f, a - b , 

this comprising the diatonic basis of the s-eventeen-degree scale. 

Showing the possibility of forming this scale in the 
higher registers of the second and third octaves, Djami directtt 
attention to the approximation, but not absolute accuracy, 
of the realization of the seventeen-tone (or any other) scale 
on instruments, since the ste>pping of the fingers on the finger
board of the instrument can never be absolu.tely accurate. 

Sect-ion 8. This section cont&.ins a short account of' the 
theory of the Wl. or the eye tem us-ed by the mediaeval .Arabian 
and Iranian ·· •..•. . 'f mus.ieal theori'Ests :for the comparison of 
interval--size and "harmonization• of tones, composing this or 
that interval, among themselves. This is discussed in the 
following section. - · 

Section 9. This define,s the principal intervals of the 
17-tone scale, called "harmonic" by Djami.. '!'his means "producing 
heal thy :feelings • ... Djami considers, nine such intervalS' to be 
of importance: 

IIIHHI~HHilliiHINMIII#I!I#II##INIIHHIIHffliiiiiiHI 

1) bu td zil kull [twic-e] ---- The double octave, 2400 cents 

2) bu 'd zil kull wal ha:me - Tl1.e twelfth., l90Z cents 

3) bu'd zil kull wal arbafa-the eleventh,l698 cents 

4) bu'd zil kull 

5) bu'd z.il hams 

6) bufd zil arba~a. 

The octave, 1200 cents 

Perfect fi~th, 702 cents 

Perfect fourth~ 498 cents 
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7) tanini The large whae-tone 204 cents 

8) mudjannab The small whole tone 180 cents 

9) bakiye or fazle The small semi tone 90 cents. 

From these nine intervals, six interval.s, namely the Octave, 
Fifth, Fourth, large whole-tone, small whole-tone and small 
semitone, Djami counts as harmonic "in the· fifst harmony", i.e., 
as harmonic in the first order because of the solidity of their 
sound; and the remaining three intervals, the double-octave, the 
Twelfth and Eleventh as harmonious •in the second harmony .. , i.e., 
harmonious in the second order because of their similarity to 
the Octave, Fifth,. and Fourth. 

Harmonic intervals of the first order Djami divides into 
three groups. In the first group he includes the interval of 
the octave as an interv·al of harmonic "completeness", both tones 
of which, being t<;~.ken at once,· melt upon hearing into one sound. 
In the second group he includes the intervals of the Fifth and 
Fourth, as intervals 1tnpt appearing completely harmonious", i.e., 
consonant upon the simlil.ltaneous sounding of their tones, but not 
melting together. In the third group he includes the intervals 
of the large whole-tone, the small whole-tone and the small semi
tone, as not giving consonce in their simultaneous sounding, but 
producing a pleasant impression in the sequence of one tone 

after another--in melodic contexts. 

For these intervals Djami gives the following numerical 
ratios a 

For the a.ctave 2tl 
For the Fifth ~H2 
For the Fourth 413 
For the large whole-tone 918 
For the small whole-tone 1019 
For the small semi tone 16115 [sic !] 

From these ratios, 2il, 3&2, 4:3, and 918 appear the 
exact relations of the pythag·orean system, on the basis of which 
is formed the. tone -collecti on'o:f the 17 -tone scale of lJj ami. 
Concerning the ratio 1019, giv:l:r:rg an interval of 182 cents, and 
16115, giving an interval of 112 cents, they seem neighboring 
and approximate. The exact numerical Pythagorean relations for 
these intervals are the following: for the small · · 
whole-tone of 180 cents 59049 :65'536, and for the small semi tone 
of 90 cents, 243:256. 

The interval of an octave .of these nine principal i nterva.ls 
defines the "diapason" of ~be ~'s --- the Qasis of fretting. 
The interval of the Fifth defines the (compass'?) of one of 
the djins's--the pentachord; the interval of the Fourth defines 
~he compass of the other djins--the tetrachord. All these three 
lntervals, be~ides that, give reference points for the develop
ment of melod1c movement. 
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Similar reference points for melodic movement in the second 
or upper oc-tave are given by the Eleventh, the Tenth, and the 
Double Octave. As for the large whole-tone, small. whole-tone 
and small semitone, these three far smaller divisions of the 
17-tone scale fitting into the compass of a large whole-tone, 
appear in the function of filling-in (completing) intervals 
helping form the Fourth, Fifth, Octave, etc. forming the tonal. 
syst~ of Arabic and Persian music of Djami's period. 

77 As was shown earlier, in our corr~entary on Section 7, the 
division of the large whole-tone into smaller intervals can be 
accomplished with two small semi tones and a comma (2 x 90 + 24 cents). 

0 90 180 2 OLI-
90 I ~M 24- . 

J.14 

Djami does not specially call attention either to the comma 
or to the large semitone, yet these intervals play an important role 
equal to that of the large and small whole-tones and the small semi
tone in the tuning-systems of Arabian and Persian music. And although 
the interval of a comma is smaller than the interval of a small 
semitone, Djami nevertheless considers bu'd bakiye, that is, the 
interval of a small semitone, the smallest of all intervc:.ls. 

In the original MS., the text of this section, from which 
our translation into Russian has been made, contains a series of 
lacunae, which we indicate in the translation through the aid 
of square brackets prec-eded or followed by two periods .. .. [ J .. 

Section 10. This is a short resume of the preceding section, 
with an appendix added, containing interesting remarks on the 
consonance of the octave as the most perfect of all consonances. 

Section 11. In this section are introduced the various 
aspects of the djinss's---pentachords and tetrachords---and 
the methods of formation of their tunings, their djam's, a.re shown, 
by means of uniting a t.etracho-rd with a pehtachord. Dj ami gi vee 
each aspect of the tetrachords and pentachords on the corresponding 
degree of the 17-degree gamut,. particularly noting those intervals 
forming the neighboring degrees. For indicating the interval of 

a large whole.:..tone of 204 cents (tanini) he uses, in conformity 
to received practice, the letter .:t.s.JO; for the interval of the 
small whole-tone of 180 cents (rnudjannab), the letter djim ~ , 
usually represented by only i-ts upper part ~ , and for indicating 

78 the interval of the small semitone of 90 cents the letter ba '--" 
is used. • 

The letter~ may indicate either the small whole-tone or the 
large semi tone (180 or 114 cents); the letter '--' may indicate 
either the small semitone of 90 cents or the·comma of 24 cents. 
This accords with received 1)ractice. 

Djami gives seven kinds of tetrachords, beginning with the 
initial tone of the 17-degree ga.mut. Regives thirty kinds of 
pentuchorcs. Although Djami introduces these in this section, 
it would be more convenient for us to treat them in the following 
section. 

Section 12. In this section Djami briefly describes the 
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principle of formation of the sc~lea or djams, being comprised in 
the consecutive joining of each of the seven forms of tetruchords 
with euch of the thirteen forma of pentuchords, which gives in all 
91 distinct sc~le-formations. As is clear from Section 15 of 
Djami's "Treatise on Music•, where the descript.:iion of the tuning 
of each system gives ita "numeration" according to .the usual 
scale-forming methods, Djami in the present section had to give 
as the principal system of tuning a system of only 84 scales, 
formed by the joining of each of sev-en tetr .... chords with each of 
twelve pentachords; and he had to consider the scales formed by 
tfie seven tetrachorde with the thirteenth pentachord as a special, 
separater~ase. We give both tables with their intervals in 
cents. LSep<:i.rate sheet; page 79 of original Russian text.J 

Djami follows the 11Kitab al-Adwi..l.r 1
t cf Safi ad-Din (cf. La 

musique arabe, by R. d'.Erlanger, t. III, Paris 1938) as fe:..r as 
the principles of scale-formation are concerned. The exception 
consists of six groups of su~plementary ~cales, which were derived 
from the joining of each of the seven tetr&chords with six penta
chords of new construction. 

80 Section 13. In this section Djami turns his readers" atten-
tion to the impractical nature of many of the 91 sce:i.les in the 
theoretical system, saying that ~not every possible conjunction 
of a djins from the first group with a djins from the second 
group will give a good feeling, even though each djins, in and 
for itself, gives a thoroughly pleasant impression.'* VIe may 
add to tnis, that the formation of the system of 85 scales and 
the formation of systems vvi th a greater number of sce<.les than 
that, is undoubtedly the result of theorizing (i.e., of merely 
enumerating all the possibilities of forming scales). 

With regard to the process of scu.le-formution itself, of 
scales useful in pr~ctical music, this is a creative process, i.e., 
one coming from. ere: a ti ire needs, and not from theoretical j uggli:ng 
of elements. This i.s the reason why the commonly-used scales of 
.A.rf;.i.bian and IJersian music find their pl<4ces· in the system of 8.4 
scales,us can be seen in L1e 15th ,section of Dja.mi's Treatise, 
without im~lying a definite principle by which they might be 
selected from the theoretical so~les ~ossible. 

At tne end of this Section, Dj~~i remarks on the particular 
artistic merits of eight m<iqwns, out of the gener""lly-accepted 
tv.relve, but does not give their numes. Which eight were they? 

Section 14. In this Section, D~ami gives u diagram of tae 
finge:rboard of tr1e Ara.biun lute ( ~ud), the genero.lly-accepted 
tuning of its strings by fourths, ana its complete series of 
tonee ~s a guide for the further passages in the Treatise, con
t~ining de:~ cripti ons of the intervul-tuni ngs for v~ri o us scu.le-

-formations.. On page 81 of the original Russian text is given a 
di agr~m \!Vi th the addition of i nterval-v;..;..lues in cents and t:-le 
modern interv~l-designations. 

Along v.-ith the tuning of the lute by fourths, the principle 
of the seventeen-degree scale, discussed in Section 7 of the 
Treatise, we are also informed of two additional tones, which 
can enlarge the system by their presence: zir and hadd on the 
two uppern10st strings of the lute, giving g-c;:.ul:;le-flat of 474 
cents and c-double-flat of 972 cents, not r.1en:"ters of the 17-degree 
SCu.le. 
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It is important to note that Djami calls the interv~l of 
a minor third, 294 cents, wustai furs, i.e. the Persian middle

-finger note; and the interv<:..l of the major third diminished by a 
(pythagorea.n) comma, 384 cents, wustai zalzal, Le., the Zalzal 
middle-finger note. In the beginning the Persian middle finger 
note was the (just) minor third of 316 cents, arising from the 
ratio 10:12 or 5:6 and occurring as a result of the division of 
the interval of a Fourth into three equal parts (p~inciple of 
equidistant division). .As for the Zalzal middle-finger note, 
its present size,the interval of a neutral third of 355 cents 
ratio 22:27, is a mean value between the Pythagorean intervals 
of the Fourth and the small Whole-tone. 

The seventeen-degree scale of the kind given by Djami in 
his Treatise., w"'s. forme.~ def~ni tivel~ in the ~3th Century_ through 
the labors of Saf~ ad-D1n (d~ed 1294,, Ash-Sh1raz (1236-1310) 
and Abd al-~adir (died 1435). Ibn Sina (980-103?) in the 
Ki tab ash-shifa c..nd in Nadjat (see R. d 'Erlanger, ~ musig_ue 
arabe, III • Paris 1938, pp 241-243, and lV[. El. Hefny, Ibn .Sii na 's 
Musiklehre, Eerlin 1930) presented the Pythagorean, zalzalian, 
ana equidistant-division systems together. The same is true of 
Al- Farabi (cl:'l.. 8 70-950). See Al-i(i ndi, Ri sala fi hubr ta 'lif al
-alhan, Leipzig, 1931. · - --- --

One and another use the 1?-degree sc~le; their predecessor 
Al Kindi (ca. 790-8?4) use a series of tones which appears to be 
the chromatic sc~le in flats. See A. J. ~llis, ~er ~ Tonleitern 
verschiedener V8lker, Sammelbc:lnde ftlr vergleichende l•Iusikwissenschaft, 
Band I Seite 18, M~nchen 1922. -

The lute of Al-Kindi was five-stringed. Consequently the 
remark of Djami that the fifth string of the lute was added by 
Al-Farabi is inaccurate. 

Thus far we have converted the intervals of the seventeen
degree scale into a modern nomenclature of tones based upon the 
I-ythagorean system .and its fo.rmation. However, for the practical 
use of this system the I-'ythagorean notution will be unsatisfactory. 
Accordingly, in our .further discussi 0ns'we shall use a special 
orthography for the tones of the se:venteen-degree scule, as per 
the following example: 

= :... 

0 

0 ° f• ~-
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It will be necessary sometimes to deviat·:= from the above 
saheme when a diatonic tuning of the interv;;;.ls so demands. 

Section 15. In this section, headed ''About the Famous Twelve 
Maqarns", Djarni gives the tonal series of the twelve principal 
sc~~les of Arabic-Persian music, using for this the fretting of 
the lute and giving appropriate diagrams in the text. · · 

[This system is shown on page 83 of the original Russian 
text. See separate s.heet.J · 

E."lt:cept for the second form of the Maqa.m "isfahan•, this 
table corresponds completely with that of Abd al-Q.ad ir. See 
R. G. Kiesewetter, Die Musik der Araber, Leipzig 1842. 

A comparison of the tables of t:tle maqams by Djami and Safi 
ad-Din shows some differences between them only in two maqa"'ls: 
Hidjaz and Isfahan. Djami 's maqam l:fidjaz answers to that of Safi 
ad-Din (union of the fifth tetrachord with the sixth pentachord) 
but not the Hidjaz of the ~ancient~ theorists (union of the 
sixth tetrachord with .. the sixth pentachord). .As for the maqarn 
Isfahan, the first form of this is lacking in Safi ad-Din, while 
the second form is uniform with the Isfahan of Safi ad-Din. 

The foregoing only affirms the constant development of 
scales in Arabian and Persian music, before Djamits time as 
vJell as si nee. 

\~e give below the full system of maqams in the per1oo of 
Djami, expressed in staff-notation and with intervi;.i.l-size in cents; 
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These three maqams (Ushshak, Nawa, Busalik) represent the 
older SC<.;\le-forms of Arabian and Persian music in the time of 
Djami and Safi ad-Din, being formed from intervals of 204 and 90 
cents, i.e., from intervuls of the di~tonic scale, in which these 
interv&ls can be found determining the first, second, and third 
degrees. 

Ma.qam Ra.st: 
.,: 

C5 
0 

Ma.cra..m HasClyn..i: 
<): o \:le 
> 

e 

{) no 

t\1a.,qqm H ifja:z...: 

:1.14 

g: 
<' lie {." 

0 180 ~14 29 "~-180 

Ma.qctm f<..qh a.'lAJL.: 

g: a \:Je 
0 

1~ 
:.so 

:1..1>'+ 

;2(1~ 

\J" 
3814-

C' be 

'702. :t.'1.00 

G>78 1.200 

bo -e-ft,, I.-e e 

!j.~~ .;,n 
.204 

8%2. :1.l4 99G :1.'2.00 . 1.8(; 2.C"/-

bo -e-
ES Let t>o 

"4 'f.!'S IZ>78 79:Z. 9~Gi> t.2.00 
180 JJ<f .Z04 2.C'f-

This group of maqams, based upon the use of intervals of 
204, 180, 114, and 90 cents, is cupable of being produced 
within the flat chromatic scale of twelve degrees, in which 
1fa.qam Rast can be begun on the second degree; and the rer:la.ining 
maqruns, Husaini, nidjaz, and Rahavvi, from the third degree. 

These four maqams represent t_'le seco:1d historica.l stage in 
the system of twelve maqams. 
M a?a.'m Z a:n .. ju le.: 

?= ko jzcs J;o h "' -e-
es e Q 

0 204 3~.lf- 4'?18 G7'?, 882 ~~G. 1200 
2.0~ 180 1J..4 i80 ::<04- 114 :2.04 

This maqa:m :nay. only a:ri se i. n the s"eve~1teen-d egree sc~.:Ale, 
bec~use of the sequence of two inteivals of 180 cents, sepuruted 
from on~ another by an ~ntervul of 114 cents: 

d 
204 

180 

e-flat 
384 

114 

f 
498 

180 

which is impossible in th~ "fl~t chrom~tic scale. 

Ma.cza.m Iraq: 

GP '' !J~ bo e ha ktl 

1~0 3/J'+ '+98 6>7'0 aa:z... 
0 

HO 204 1t."f 1$0 2.0'f- :1.1.-f 

bo 

"% 

g-flat 
678 

""' go 
1171$ 

:1../JO 

-e-

:/.2.-00 

.2Lf. 
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~nis maqam has two aspects. The first one is wi tnout 
bakiye, i.e .. omitting b-natural (1176 cents) and having eight 
diatonic degrees. 

The second aspect has bakiye, containing nine degrees, involving 
the addition of b-natural, 1176 cents, which added tone may ~e 
used in contemporary :musical practice as an auxiliary tone to C, 
being a comma of 24 cents from it: · 

9.' 
-e- g --: .... 4 -e-

u7&> lioo 
2.'1 

and as a tone forming with the sixth degree of this maqam the 
interval of an augmented second of 294 cents: 

rAu.f 2'"
11 

=ryt !:>e. 9 o 

SS:t l17(p 1100 

2~+ 

The rnaqa.rn Isf ..... hun Wi;;lS given two forms by Djami: the first 
with bakiye (1176 cents) between the seventh and eighth degrees: 

bo bo §~ '""&-

')\ bo 0 " 0 e 
0 2.01+ 3'isl.f. 1+38 '702- 882. ~~e. 117G :t.:zao 

lolt !'&D llif. lO'f- tio 114 %80 2.'/-

<-a.nd the sec bnd form with l;akiye ( 906 cents) between the sixth 
and seventh degrees: 

J, $!5 De ~ 
*: bo ')!o be l>o e 0 

s:s 
0 uo 2.94- 4~% G7Z' 792.. .90b ~~~ 120tJ 

lSD 1.14 'i..Oif. Ho 11'+ 1.14- 90 '2.0'f 

87 Including bakiye i-n the formation ,ef the first kind of maqa.m 
Isfahan between the seventh and eighth degrees enriches this 
maqam with the possibility ,thut is .also found in the corresponding 
inclusion of bakiye in Maqam Iraq. The-insertion of bakiye into 
the second kind of this maqam .between the .sixth and seventh 
degrees may lead either to the oltdining of an interva-l Jf 228 
cents (enlarged second, a comma lurger thcdl the large vvhole-tone) 

b c 

or to the intervul of a large whole-tone of 204 cents; 

12o 


